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QUESTION 1

What is the preferred method for a Jenkins administrator to notify nil Jenkins users about upcoming system
maintenance? 

A. Add text to the "System Message" field on the "System Configuration" page to populate a banner displayed across
the top of the master\\'s home page. 

B. On the "System Configuration" page, choose the "Maintenance Alerts" option from the "Alerts" dropdown menu and
populate the box with a message to be added to all build logs. 

C. Populate the "Email Notifications" section of the "System Configuration" page with a message to be sent as email to
all registered Jenkins users. 

D. On the master\\'s dashboard, dick "add description" or "edit description" to populate a banner displayed across the
top of the master\\'s home page. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

In order to send email notifications on build completion using Jenkins\\' built in mail functionality, which TWO of the
following must be true? 

A. The job must be configured to send email. 

B. Jenkins must be successfully configured to point to a mail server. 

C. Jenkins must be directly connected to the Internet. 

D. Jenkins must have a unique email address. 

E. Sendmail must be Installed and running on the same machine as Jenkins. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following are true about the "post" section of a Declarative Pipeline that defines additional steps that run at
the end of either a pipeline stage or the pipeline itself? Choose 3 answers 

A. The "post" section can be used to stash files, archive artifacts, and send notifications. 

B. The "post" section includes conditional blocks (such as "always", "success", or "failure"). 

C. It any step specified in the "post" section fails, the pipeline run is marked as "unsuccessful". 

D. The Blue Ocean editor does not display the "post" section blocks although they can be viewed and modified in the
Blue Ocean code editor. 

E. The conditional blocks are executed in the order they are coded in the Pipeline. 
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Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 4

Which are Source Code Management tools? 

Choose 3 answers 

A. Java 

B. Perforce 

C. Subversion 

D. Git 

E. Maven 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

The Jenkins Install Wizard allows you to 

A. define non-admin users for Jenkins 

B. completely define the security and notification settings of the Jenkins Instance you are installing 

C. define an-admin user for Jenkins 

D. define the security settings of the Jenkins instance you are installing 

E. define executor agents 

Correct Answer: B 
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